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Introduction
The challenges faced by the life
sciences industry are well documented – fall-off in NDA’s, more
complex clinical trial programs, and
overall increasing costs with diminishing successes. With such widelypublished, consistent depictions of
these challenges, one would expect
the industry to look for more opportunities to change their approach to drug development. Instead, the industry sticks to the
same ground-losing game with reliance on traditional drug development processes and organization –
using human-intensive work without applying more advanced integrated information technology. Perhaps Einstein was thinking of the
pharmaceutical industry when he
defined insanity as “doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting different results.”
Over the last five to ten years, pockets of change have emerged in advances simulating clinical trials and
clinical trial programs, and organizations willing to utilize them. For
those who have persevered and
evolved with the technologies, the
returns have been significant, including reductions in time and cost,
and improved decision-making
based on scientific data.
This paper proposes a progressive
approach to addressing drug development challenges. It is couched in
a proposed clinical trial design maturity model which allows for incremental use of effective simulation
technologies. Key to the success of
the technologies is the organizational commitment to shifting from
the current state to increasingly
mature methods which affect culture, organization, people, and process. Over time these technologies
are incorporated into individual
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trials and ultimately into entire clinical
trial programs where the returns can be
impressive.

A Fictional Example

the same in patients as in healthy
volunteers? Were high exposure levels really going to be necessary for
efficacy? How safe was it to make
dose choices based on early endpoints?

The clinical team sat down to review the
development options for the candidate
compound. The pre-clinical toxicity results
showed less than expected toxicity, but
the extrapolation of the animal tests to
human suggested that higher than expected exposure would be needed for
efficacy.
The team brainstormed the underlying
models to explain the data to date, and
from the models created scenarios of possible patterns of results that might be seen
in clinical trials. Opinion within the team
was divided, splitting into skeptics, optimists and “too soon to say”-ers, with each
group having their own expectation of
which scenarios would be more probable.
For each scenario the modeling and simulation department selected the exemplar
values for the model parameters and generated databases of virtual patients with
their predicted clinical endpoint values
over the complete range of different treatment options.
Initial simulations of the ‘simple’ drug development program were then run all the
way through from phase 1 to phase 3,
using the results from the different databases of virtual patients. There was clear
net value in the compound, even given the
skeptics’ likelihoods for the different scenarios, but the value was lower than
hoped and the probability of success, even
under the optimistic weightings for the
scenarios was disappointing. It seemed
that the chance of success was too often
lost through poor choices of treatment
population and treatment regime for
phase 3.
The team was unanimous that approaches
to reducing the key uncertainties early in
the program should be explored. Was the
drug really safe at the higher doses with
prolonged use? Would the side effects be

For those who evolved
with the technologies,
the returns have been
significant, including
reductions in time and
cost, and improved
decision-making based
on scientific data.
Three alternative development strategies were devised:
1.

Conduct a larger phase 1 trial in
patients rather than healthy volunteers and include early efficacy
endpoints,

2.

After a conventional phase 1 trial,
perform a small study to test toxicity in patients at the highest
dose and longer exposures along
with a second study to refine the
PK/PD model instead of the conventional phase 2a PoC study,

3.

After a conventional phase 1 trial
go straight to a combined Phase
2a/b trial, testing more doses and
using a number of interim looks
at the data to check whether the
trial should be stopped for futility.

For each strategy, representative trials were specified and the key decisions for each phase were defined.
Each strategy was simulated and optimized to maximize the expected return on the program within fixed
phase 1 & 2 budgets. Financial return
was calculated using a relatively simple formula that took into account the
length and cost of development, the

probability of success, and the value of the selected treatment option and population given the scenario.

A Clinical Trial Design Maturity Model

The results for each strategy simulation were averaged using the
skeptics’, optimists’ and equivocators’ weightings for the scenarios,
giving estimates of the likelihood
of success, the probable time to
registration if successful, and the
likely costs incurred. The expected
Net Present Value (eNPV) of the
different strategies under each
scenario was also calculated – but
given the enormous uncertainty in
the revenue estimate, these were
treated mainly as relative
measures of merit rather than actual financial forecasts.
The ranking of the strategies were
surprisingly consistent regardless
of which group’s scenario weightings
were used. The therapeutic area head
was pleased. It made her job easier
when the guidance was clear. They had
found the best plan for developing the
compound and it gave them 30-40%
greater chance of success compared to
the original ‘simple’ drug development
program.

Proposal:
A Clinical Trial Design Maturity Model
Since 2000 there has been growing concern over the escalating cost of drug
development and lack of a corresponding increase in productivity. There are
many reasons for these problems and
many attempts to address them. One
area where these attempts are being
made is in the design of clinical trials,
and the work in this area is beginning to
reach such a degree of commonality
that a structure is emerging:
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1.

Simulating the data that might be
seen in the study, the results of the
proposed analysis, and decisions
that would be taken as a result;

2.

Generating the data to be used in
the simulations from the disease
models, the PK/PD models, in vitro
experiments, animal experiments,
and reported results in the literature and prior studies;

3.

Simulating not just the next trial,
but the planned sequence of trials,
in order to understand the possible
trade-offs in time, trade-offs in allocation of resources between phases
of development, and the impact on
the overall likelihood of success.

Each of these aspects builds on the one
before it, making the concept of a
“maturity model” applicable and suggests that an incremental approach to
improving the trial design process should
be possible.

Level 1 - Traditional
The traditional level of trial design is focused on “type-1 error control”, “power”
and “sample size”. Where the primary
objective of the trial is to support a regulatory submission, this focus is quite appropriate. However the growing importance of additional concerns, in particular: comparative effectiveness, evidence of long term safety, and the identification of the correct treatment population, are increasing the scope of analysis
required for regulatory submission; and
in the future the traditional approach to
trial design may be inadequate even for
these confirmatory trials.
Prior to running the confirmatory trials, it
is necessary to refine the hypothesis to
be confirmed to something that is quite
tightly framed. In order to achieve this
earlier, more exploratory, ‘learn’ phase
trials have to be run, where the trial objectives are to answer questions such as
‘what is the maximum tolerable dose’,
‘what is the minimum efficacious dose’,
and ‘in which patient subgroups does the

Level 2: The Elements of Clinical Trial Simulation

drug work’. The traditional level of trial
design doesn’t help us design trials optimized to answer these questions.

questions of current drug development: balancing side-effects and
efficacy, identifying the right treatment population, proving comparative effectiveness and testing multiple endpoints.

Level 2 - Simulation
To be able to ask more complex questions of trial designs and design more
complex trials, there is no alternative to
running them ‘in silico’ and seeing what
happens.



Additional trial design considerations that are currently either ignored or managed on an ad hoc
basis, such as the effect of subjects
that drop out on the statistical analysis, can be properly understood.

ing a proposed design’s performance. It enables the team to
anticipate, consider key questions and offer opinions without
necessarily understanding the
statistics. For example, “that fit
of the dose response model is
implausible” or “if we saw that
data at an interim point we
wouldn’t want to continue to
recruit that sub-population.” It is
then up to the biostatistician to
effectively translate these opinions into modifications of the
statistical design.

Level 3 – Model-driven Simulation
The last ten years have seen significant
advances in the sophistication of the understanding of drug and disease behavior
before significant clinical work is undertaken. These advances are framed by
work on “model-based drug development” and “translational medicine.” The
next stage of maturity in clinical trial design is incorporating this work in the trial
design process. This early modeling work
can be used to provide some of the ‘art’
of the simulation guided trial design, because it can be used to generate the drug
-response scenarios for simulation. Importantly the trial designer requires a

To simulate the trial design, various
‘scenarios’ are created of how the drug
 Richer interactions between the trial
may perform. Multiple sets of sampled
designers and the rest of the clinical
observations are drawn from each sceteam.
nario and the planned trial is simulated
 Individual simulations can be
on each set. Individual simulations are
used as case studies for discussstudied to understand how the
planned trial behaves and sum- Level 3: Deriving Scenarios from Prior Data and Models
maries of the results over many
simulations are used to estimate its ability to answer the
questions of interest.
Simulation guided trial design
has the following benefits:


Trial designers can estimate
a design’s ability to correctly answer the key questions
of the development program.



Effectively and efficiently
answer more complex
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range of scenarios – so that the uncertainty in the model predictions can be
explored and defined, an aspect that is
otherwise easily neglected.
Simulating potential patient outcomes
based on early modeling work has the
following benefits:






The performance of the proposed
trial analysis plan will be better understood if it is first simulated using
data the models predicted rather
than simple statistical approximations.
The risks of basing decisions, at the
end of trials or at interims, on short
term endpoints such as biomarkers,
surrogates, predictors or early
measures of the final outcomes can
be better understood.
The degree to which analyses can
be made more powerful by exploiting the correlation between
different endpoints (such as safety
and efficacy) can be understood.



The overall expectation of success
of the trial can be estimated.

program incorporating these different
strategies.



The extent to which the current
models are well enough estimated
to use them to guide development
can be assessed.

Companies are starting to look at the
practicality of simulating not just the next
trial, but successive clinical trials and the
decisions made between them. Each program strategy is simulated using the
same datasets of subject outcomes generated from the early development models and the results summarized by the
probability of successful registration, the
time to registration, the cost of phase 2,
the cost of phase 3, the probability of
failure in phase 3 and the expected NPV.

Level 4 - Simulating the Clinical Trial
Program
As more sophisticated design options
become available, the harder it will be to
choose among them. Is the increased
time and cost of a larger phase 2 trial,
including studying more doses, justified
by the increased likelihood of technical
success? Is the increased upfront cost of
a seamless phase 2a/b justified by the
time savings if the drug is successful? If
the drug is more effective in a subpopulation than in the whole population,
at what difference in response is it
better to restrict further development to
just the sub-population? Such questions
are much easier to resolve if we can estimate the likely overall outcome of the

Level 4: Simulating the Whole Program in order to Evaluate Development Options
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The main purpose of this type of simulation is:


To enable quantitative decision making based on estimates of key metrics for different program strategies.



To allow all the various program
trade-offs to be weighed and compared on a common and comprehensive playing field.



To provide a vehicle for team discussions and decision making among
the many groups involved thus

breaking down silos by making the
impact of each specialist’s role
clearly visible on the program. The
clinical trial program simulation also
allows each team member to understand how they best contribute
to the overall success of program.

Adopting the Maturity Model
So you are now convinced to mature
your clinical trial design process. While
successful use of modeling and simulation within clinical trials is certainly dependent upon the technology, it is also
heavily dependent upon the culture of
the organization and the degree to
which the organization has been tuned
to take advantage of the tools. Clearly,
modeling and simulation will aid some
studies more so than others. Like any
set of tools however, using them infrequently requires a repeated investment
of time to (re)learn them, to apply
them, and to interpret the output in
conjunction with other activities and
data. In addition, making a commitment
to the use of modeling and simulation
tools requires a more holistic view of
Change Management Considerations
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the clinical trial management process
that fully incorporates the tools and the
wherewithal to use the tools into the
process, the infrastructure, the resources, and the organization.
In order to progress up the maturity levels in conducting clinical trials, most organizations will need a concerted effort
to manage the changes required to
move from a traditional design towards
a clinical trial program simulation based
approach. In order to support such an
environment, change must be considered in each of the following areas:


Culture



Structure



People



Process



Technology

The culture of an organization is built up
over time. The culture evolves a set of
core values that is shaped by its history
and key people. Acceptable and tolerated behaviors tend to be understood and
internalized. In order to effect cultural
changes it is essential to first understand
what behaviors need to be
encouraged to support the
program simulation environment. Desired behaviors
include more open communication and teamwork, earlier and more frequent sharing of information, and a
stronger desire to make well
-informed decisions based
on quantified estimates rather than opinion, across the
entire program. (Milestones
and performance targets
need to change to optimize
behavior across the development program and not remain siloed within departments. Drug development
should be understood in
terms of reducing but not

necessarily eliminating key uncertainties.)
Structure encompasses functional organization as well as composition of development teams and groups, team/group
interactions, group work responsibilities,
reporting relationships, governance models, metrics, decision making processes
(e.g. when to use simulation as well as
key trial decision points), and timing/
precedence of activities.
Likely changes to support program simulation will include the creation of a central clinical modeling and simulation
group to build core expertise, select
tools, develop SOPs and provide guidance, support and training. It will be important that this group is neither an
‘ivory tower’ research group nor the
group driving the change, but a group
facilitating a change mandated and driven by executive leadership.
In moving toward modeling and simulation approaches, people’s roles and motivations will change as the organization
shifts to accommodate other skill sets.
Some people may need to develop new
or improved skills in modeling and simulation. Job descriptions may change and
along with it, performance expectations,
as well as recognition and reward in the
new environment.
By increasing the commitment to simulation, procedures for deciding when and
how to apply simulation tools will change
the dynamics and introduce new processes. Questions to be asked and addressed
by the tools will increase in importance.
Also anticipating when to share and how
to act on early outcomes in adaptive trials alters potential workflows for the clinical trial lifecycle.
Modeling and simulation tools are not
the only technology commitments needed for an effective program. There are
also technology enablers required to capture, integrate, and provide access to
information for the modelers as well as

to the study teams and cross-study
teams. This may require new systems or
changes to existing systems to accommodate and streamline the information
flow. The degree to which the technology has been optimized will influence the
ease, speed, and coverage that a modeling and simulation team can offer across
trials.

Approach to Change Management
In order to secure this level of change, a
change management program is strongly recommended. Companies who have
successfully navigated this territory
drive coordinated programs with work
streams around these change elements.
When planning for and implementing
change, consider what should the

The challenges and
timeframe for clinical
trial management
changes of this
magnitude should not
be underestimated.

change involve, how will the change
impact each of the areas discussed
above, who will be impacted by the
change, how fast should/can the change
occur, what are the costs of change,
how will the success of the change be
measured, etc. These factors are all important. However, change must be managed in a way that considers the impact
to each and every employee on a personal basis as well.
It is critical to the success of any transformational project to ensure that people make the required changes in mindset and focus – people tend to forget
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that for the change around them to be
successful they must change as well.
Similarly, those managing projects tend
to overlook personal change factors and
focus on the more technical and tangible
aspects of the project.
While a change management team cannot really plan when the personal
change will take effect, there are specific
factors that help to drive the change
throughout the organization. There are
five critical success factors (CSFs) that
are predictors of how successful a
change initiative will be:
1.

Strong Executive Leadership & Commitment

2.

Aligned & Measureable Goals

3.

Right Change Team

4.

Clear Roles & Responsibilities

5.

Effective Communications & Visibility

The challenges and timeframe for clinical
trial management changes of this magnitude should not be underestimated.
Change elements must be thoroughly
designed for the future environment,
piloted in select clinical trials, and finally
implemented across clinical programs.
The critical success factors above must
be present at each stage of the change
management program. If done effectively, there are significant benefits to be
realized from a sustainable clinical trial
modeling and simulation environment.

portfolio. The significance to the organization depends on how holistically investments and commitments are made in
adopting the changes described earlier in
this paper.
For organizations operating at increasing
levels of clinical trial program maturity,
the benefits that can be anticipated are:
1.

Enhanced information analysis –
clinical trial program simulation
makes more effective use of available data, resulting in increased
knowledge and better decisionmaking.

2.

Improved trial design – simulation
promotes understanding of the data
needed ahead of the trials and how
best to obtain it to inform future
decisions.

3.

Quantified assumptions – simulation
challenges assumptions and provides
more objective quantitative assessment of information, reducing uncertainty in clinical development plans.
Rather than legacy traditions of
“following your gut”, trial simulation
brings assumptions out in the open,
consolidates information, and helps
to crystalize the known and unknown around which trials are designed.

4.

Balance time versus probability of
success – rushing through each
phase of a clinical trial is no guarantee of success. Leveraging existing
information and applying resources
more smartly does increase the
probability of success. Doing so
across programs ultimately leads to
more assets getting to market faster.

5.

Realize time savings – modeling and
simulation can reduce valuable time
by eliminating unnecessary arms or
trials and in some cases there can be
opportunities to slingshot assets for
even greater impact. These opportunities come from doing the necessary homework and applying the

Benefits of Clinical Trial Program Simulation
Many organizations continue to operate
in a traditional drug development environment. Relatively few have reached
and routinely operate at a maturity level
four, simulating the majority of their
clinical trial programs. However, as organizations invest purposefully in modeling and simulation, benefits can accrue
within individual studies and across the
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right tools. While there is no guarantee of these results on any one
program, however, they do happen.
Success in this case is at the program or portfolio level, on the occasional study.
6.

Supports difficult decisions – clinical trial program simulation supports difficult portfolio decisions
throughout the drug development
lifecycle by integrating information
and by holistically managing talent
on the highest probability programs. In a level four environment
with modeling and simulation being
applied to the majority of programs, it becomes much easier to
compare and challenge program
investments, expected returns, timing, and probabilities of success
across programs. There is more
confidence that the right questions
have been asked and that plans are
optimized for success.

In summary, clinical trial program simulation facilitates timely, cost effective,
quantitative and enhanced decisionmaking at the study, program and
portfolio levels. These better decisions,
through the integration of all data and
prediction of all the critical aspects of
the study drug’s performance, will increase the programs probability of success, leading to more assets getting to
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market and treating diseases faster,
which is everyone’s yardstick for success.

As organizations invest
purposefully in
modeling and
simulation, benefits can
accrue within individual
studies and across the
portfolio.
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